
INTELLIGENT DISINFECTION ROBOT

Spritz Bot Atomizing Disinfection Robot
Spritz Bot, fully automatic wheeled spray robot is one of the best in its category. Requiring no 
installation, debugging or major training, this robot can get running straight out of the box. Just 
put the disinfectant in the tank, press start button and it is all set to launch an all out attack on 
harmful pathogens. Spritz bot is capable of exploring the surrounding, generate a map and 
plan a proper path. When short on power or disinfectant, the robot returns back to the 
charging station. This state-of-the-art disinfection product takes away all the hassles associated 
with disinfection process and ensures a disease free and safe environment.

OUT OF THE BOX 
Requires no installation, ready to straight out of the box.

AUTOMATIC PATH PLANNING 
Can explore the surrounding, generate a map and plan an efficient path.

REMOTE CONTROL 
Can be controlled through a remote or an app.

INTELLIGENT CHARGING
It doesn’t require human intervention to recharge.

HIGHLY EFFICIENT 
Disinfects every inch, without missing a spot.

INTELLIGENT NAVIGATION
Uses laser-guided navigation to detect obstacles and operate efficiently without 
getting stuck.

PRODUCT FEATURES

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

PARAMETERS INDEX

Dimensions 358 x 358 x 810/1260 mm

Navigation mode LSLAM + IR + Laser ranging

Battery 18650 battery 11200 mAh

Rated power 85 W

Time of endurance 2 Hours

Tank volume 5 L

Spray amount 500 - 1500 ml/h

Life time 5,000 Hours

Charge mode Automatic / Manual

Speed limit
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PARAMETERS INDEX

Driving mode Brushless motor

Chassis structure Front single gimbal wheel with shock absorbing dual driving wheel and rear gimbal wheel

Obstcle crossing limit < 1cm

Communication mode WiFi, 4G / 5G

Operating temperature 10 0F - +122 0F

IP Rating IP45

Weight 9 kg

Charging time 2 Hours


